Brandon Farbstein
Empowerment speaker & Gen Z activist

Brandon Farbstein inspires millions of people
across the globe with his universal message of
living life on your own terms and innovating your
own solution.

Brandon's biography
Brandon Farbstein’s background
At just 19, Brandon is a renowned empowerment & TEDx speaker, Gen Z activist, and author. Brandon
was diagnosed with a rare form of dwarfism at the age of 2, and he has turned his experience of life from
suffering, isolation, and victimhood to empowerment, impact, and influence. After a severe battle with
cyberbullying in high school, Brandon decided to share his story- to both offer hope, and to enact change.
Brandon has since helped bring forth two new anti-bullying laws in Virginia and will be working with
lawmakers in DC to implement new policy federally.
Brandon Farbstein motivational speaker
Whether on tour with his recently published book Ten Feet Tall, sharing his message with students at
schools across the country including Stoneman Douglas HS in Parkland, FL, or working with Fortune 500
companies, Brandon consistently delivers tools for audiences of all ages to shift perspectives and
strengthen their mindset. Last summer, he toured with March For Our Lives, empowering youth across
the country to impact and be the change they want to see in the world. In 2018 Brandon was named
Instagram & Tigerbeat’s #19under19 as one of the 19 most influential teens with over 350k followers
across his platforms.

Brandon's talks

The Power Of One: How to amplify your gifts and become a catalyst for change
Get ready to transform your outlook and watch the world around you shift one person at a time.
Not only do we have the ability to induce change but, it’s our obligation to take immediate action.
The Power of One gives everyone the tools to expand their gifts to create a life overflowing with
potential.
In this presentation, Brandon will show you how to:
Improve and foster a greater sense of happiness for oneself and others
Increase resiliency during everyday life stressors by understanding and prioritizing the
bigger picture
Become a change maker by applying universal tools to help you lead a purpose-driven life
Becoming Your Greatest Hero: What it takes start using what you've been given to live
your best life
It’s time to take your life by the reigns and clearly define what matters most. By applying
Brandon’s innovative ‘Hero Technique’, you will be able to have the tools to finally achieve your
bucket list. Tap into the confidence that is waiting for you to unleash so you can clearly define
your purpose, overcome obstacles and capitalize on your assets.
In this presentation, Brandon shows you how to:
Realization that we all have so many gifts
Define your purpose
Overcoming any obstacle and using it as a catalyst
The importance of your A Team -How to share your story with authenticity
Empowerment
Anti-bullying
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